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Ever since Luo Tao left, Mo Yan had been a little listless. Xu Wan laughed at her for not 
being able to be apart from Luo Tao for even a day. 

Just as Mo Yan was about to distract herself with her work, another rumor quietly rose 
in the company. 

In the sales department’s pantry, a few people were chatting. The pantry was said to be 
a good place to gossip. 

As expected, just here, Mo Yan had heard gossip about herself twice. 

“Have you heard? Chen Ya signed the project this time because Mo Yan didn’t want it,” 
a woman said. 

Ever since Chen Jin’s fall, the direction of the company’s gossips had started to slowly 
change since Chen Ya might be fired. 

In the past, regardless of their position, everyone would call Chen Ya supervisor Chen 
because she had Chen Jin as her backer. There were a lot of people who sucked up to 
her. They had no choice but to show her respect so that there would not be rumors 
about them not respecting their leaders. 

Without a backer, even if Chen Ya was still a supervisor, not many people would be 
willing to call her that. Many people wanted Chen Ya gone, and the things that Chen Ya 
had done were slowly spreading. 

As soon as the woman finished speaking, another female voice sounded, “Yes, yes, I 
heard that Hongye wanted to work with Mo Yan, but Mo Yan rejected them. She’s really 
amazing! She didn’t even want a contract that was brought right to her. I really want to 
become friends with her!” 

“Hahaha, you? She doesn’t even like you!” 

“By the way, has the boss of Hongye taken a liking to Mo Yan?” 

The second woman asked this question a little mockingly. 

Just as Mo Yan thought that she was going to be rumored to be having a romantic affair 
again, the first woman spoke, “Don’t spout nonsense if you don’t have any evidence. 
We’ve all seen how hard she works.” 

After saying this, the woman sighed. 



Mo Yan raised her eyebrows. There was actually someone who spoke up for her. This 
was really a turn of events! Where did her bad reputation go? 

Thinking of the few voice recordings stored on her computer, Mo Yan decided to ignore 
them for the time being. 

“Yeah, that’s true. It’s been so long and I still haven’t seen anything really happen 
between Mo Yan and any leader. She even took the initiative to reject Hongye’s project. 
It doesn’t seem like she’s short on money.” 

Hearing this, Mo Yan quickly denied in her heart, ‘No, I’m short on money. I’m very short 
on money. I only rejected it purely because I felt that Jiang Ming had bad intentions.’ 

“I seem to have only seen Mo Yan interact with CEO Song a few times. CEO Song is 
famous for being strict, so she probably won’t treat an influential person differently, 
right?” 

“Yes, the only leader that Mo Yan is close to is CEO Song.” 

Mo Yan listened to the people in the pantry attentively. Today was such a good day. 
There were actually so many people speaking up for her. 

“So where did all the gossip about Mo Yan come from?” 

At the mention of this, the few people in the pantry looked at each other and shook their 
heads, indicating that they did not know. 

“I found out about the rumors from group chats. Do you think it was Chen Ya who 
spread the rumors? I remember that there was a video where Mo Yan said that Chen 
Ya was targeting her because of Zhou Shuai.” 

“Is the video you’re talking about the one from that morning?” 

“Yes, yes, there should be a lot of people who saw it! I didn’t expect the usually quiet 
Mo Yan to have that kind of eloquence!” 

“Zhou Shuai? I remember now. Recently, there seems to be a rumor about Zhou Shuai 
in the company! Apparently, when he brings rookies to meet clients, he gives them 
certain requests. If they don’t agree, their career would basically be over.” 

“What kind of requests?” Someone asked back. 

Then, there was no sound in the pantry. After a moment, the gossiping continued. 

“So this is how Zhou Shuai signs contracts? No wonder his signing rate is so high.” 



“God! I didn’t know that Zhou Shuai is actually this kind of person! He looks quite 
handsome, how could he do such a thing? I used to like him. I must have been blind.” 

“Hahaha, you should be glad that he didn’t target you! Otherwise, who knows where you 
would be now.” 

After that, they didn’t talk about Mo Yan anymore. Mo Yan felt that she had heard 
enough. She turned around and happened to see Chen Ya, who was standing in the 
aisle with a gloomy expression…  

Seeing Chen Ya glaring at her fiercely, Mo Yan frowned. 

Chen Ya had already reached the point where no one cared to show her any respect 
anymore. Mo Yan felt that there was no need for her to add fuel to the fire and trigger 
Chen Ya to act out. 

When Mo Yan and Chen Ya brushed past each other, Chen Ya said, “Were you the one 
who told other people that you didn’t want Hongye’s project, so you gave it to me?” 

Mo Yan stopped in her tracks and said coldly without turning her head, “I’m not like you. 
I don’t gossip.” 

“Hmph! Who else knows about this besides you! Mo Yan, you’ll get your retribution for 
harming me like this.” 

Chen Ya’s voice sounded sinister, but Mo Yan only found it funny. 

She harmed her? Ever since she entered the company, she had never thought of going 
against Chen Ya. A newcomer going against a leader? She was not stupid. This was 
probably Chen Ya’s retribution for bullying Mo Yan. It was all because of all the bad 
things she had done to Mo Yan. 

“Ever since I entered the company, I haven’t done anything harmful. This is your 
retribution for always harming me?” 

Mo Yan’s tone was calm as she said this. 

“Me? I never did anything! Mo Yan, it was all you. Ever since you came, I haven’t had a 
day of peace and contentment. If you hadn’t appeared, then Zhou Shuai wouldn’t have 
quarreled with me and he wouldn’t have paid so much attention to you! The company’s 
best contracts are still mine. No one can compete with me even if I go to Jing City. I will 
win Lin Group’s project, then expand our company’s market to Jing City and become 
Hong Jing’s person-in-charge in Jing City. It’s all your fault! It’s all your fault!” 



Chen Ya originally only growled. As she gradually lost control of her emotions, her voice 
became louder and louder, causing the few people in the pantry to run out to see what 
was going on. 

Only then did Mo Yan slowly turn around and give Chen Ya a contemptuous smile. 
“Chen Ya, stop making excuses for your incompetence. You’re the only one who still 
treats people like Zhou Shuai as a treasure. I’ve never paid attention to him. Also, as for 
the company’s best contracts that you’ve mentioned, heh! You only got them because 
of your uncle. You deserve none of them. I’m warning you, don’t bring up Jing City 
anymore. You know what you’ve done.” 

The trip to Jing City was a disgrace to Mo Yan. She was like a clown jumping up and 
down. After doing so much, she still couldn’t let the people who wanted to hurt her get 
what they deserved. They even wanted to treat her like their charity. This was 
something that Mo Yan couldn’t accept. 

Chen Ya was frightened by Mo Yan’s indifferent gaze. She stood there in a daze, 
unable to speak for a long time. 

Meanwhile, Mo Yan had been with Luo Tao for a long time. Naturally, she was 
influenced by Luo Tao’s imposing manner. 

When Mo Yan returned to the office, Li Guoguo blinked her eyes and came over. 

“Sister Mo Yan, I realized that you’re becoming more and more like a queen. You’re 
practically my idol.” 

Mo Yan smiled and did not say much. Seeing this, Li Guoguo continued, “There are 
rumors in the company that when Chen Ya leaves, you will be the new supervisor.” 

“Where did you hear the news from?” Mo Yan asked. 

“They are all talking about it in private! I also feel that you are very capable and 
completely qualified for the position of supervisor.” 

Li Guoguo nodded as she spoke, as if she held Mo Yan in high esteem. 

However, what Mo Yan was thinking was that CEO Song always had other plans. Didn’t 
she originally say that she would only promote her to her assistant after she won Lin 
Group’s project? 

However, Li Guoguo’s words made Mo Yan understand why so many people were 
speaking well of her now. It seemed that they all thought that she might take over the 
position of supervisor after Chen Ya left, so they wanted to build a good relationship 
with her in advance. 



“Sister Mo Yan, didn’t CEO Song mention it to you?” Li Guoguo continued to ask after 
she finished speaking. 

Mo Yan shook her head and smiled, “They are thinking too much. CEO Song has never 
mentioned this.” 

“Oh! I see!” The disappointment in Li Guoguo’s words overflowed. 

“Have you finished the work that I previously assigned to you? We will need the 
documents when we meet the client today.” Mo Yan put away the printed documents 
and asked Li Guoguo. 

“Ah! I forgot to finish it. Sister Mo Yan, wait for me.” 

After saying that, Li Guoguo rushed back to her desk and started to work. 

Hearing Li Guoguo’s words, Mo Yan couldn’t help but frown slightly. She had given Li 
Guoguo a task a few days ago, but why hadn’t Li Guoguo finished it yet? 

After that, Li Guoguo worked for the whole afternoon before they went to meet the client 
in the afternoon. 

It was already past seven o’clock in the evening when Mo Yan and Li Guoguo finished 
meeting the client. When Li Guoguo strongly expressed that she wanted to apologize to 
her, Mo Yan had no choice but to eat barbecue with her. 

It was because Li Guoguo forgot to bring the documents. This client was usually very 
busy. This afternoon, he deliberately made time to listen to them introduce the proposal 
to him. They were supposed to sign the contract today. However, because of Li 
Guoguo’s mistake, they had to meet another day. 

The earlier the contract was signed, the better. It was the safest to get everything down 
on paper. 

“Sister Mo Yan, I’m really sorry. I can’t believe I actually forgot such an important 
document,” Li Guoguo said with a face full of guilt. 

Since the incident had already happened, there was no point for Mo Yan to be angry 
anymore. She smiled and say, “You’ve already apologized to me many times. Just pay 
attention next time and don’t forget anything else.” 

“Okay.” Li Guoguo nodded. 

At this time, the waiter brought the dishes that the two of them had ordered over. Li 
Guoguo stood up and helped the waiter place the dishes on the inside of the table. 



Following Li Guoguo’s actions, a necklace with a pink diamond inlaid on it slipped down 
from her collar. 

“Did you win the lottery recently?” Mo Yan asked with a smile. 

“Ah?” Li Guoguo was surprised at first. Then, she caught a glimpse of the falling 
necklace and her face turned slightly red. She scolded, “No! Sister Mo Yan, what are 
you talking about?” 

Mo Yan was startled by her words and expression. She was only joking. 

Her gaze lingered on the necklace for a moment. Mo Yan suddenly understood what Li 
Guoguo meant. She asked, “You have a boyfriend? Since when?” 

Li Guoguo blushed even more when she was asked, “Just a few days ago, he kept 
chasing me…” 

“This is a gift from him. I heard that it’s quite expensive. Sister Mo Yan, I don’t know 
much about these things. Please help me take a look,” Li Guoguo said as she took off 
the necklace and handed it to Mo Yan. 

Mo Yan took it and looked at it carefully. To be honest, she didn’t know much about 
diamonds and only knew a little about the price. 

Judging from the size of the diamond inlaid on the pendant, it was about one carat. An 
ordinary carat diamond was worth tens of thousands of yuan, while a pink diamond was 
much more expensive. An ordinary colored diamond was about a hundred thousand 
yuan. As for a top-grade colored diamond, the price would even reach millions of yuan. 

Although this pink diamond necklace of Li Guoguo’s was lighter in color, it should have 
cost a lot of money. 

“It’s very beautiful. It looks very expensive.” Mo Yan smiled and returned the necklace to 
Li Guoguo. 

“I also feel that it’s very beautiful, but sister Mo Yan, you said that diamonds are not 
valuable. When he bought it for me, I didn’t know. If I knew, I definitely wouldn’t let him 
buy it.” 

Although Li Guoguo said that she wouldn’t let him buy it, her eyes revealed a happy 
expression. 

“Ordinary diamonds are nothing, but colored diamonds are still valuable. and the most 
important thing is his heart. The price doesn’t matter, right?” 



“Yes, you are right. Ah! Right, why don’t I ask him to come over? You can meet him and 
help me check on him.” 

After saying that, Li Guoguo made a gesture of putting her hands together to beg Mo 
Yan. 

Mo Yan initially wanted to refuse. She was not used to meeting associates of her 
colleagues, so Li Guoguo had no choice but to compromise. 

Seeing that Mo Yan agreed, Li Guoguo could not wait to call her boyfriend. The call was 
picked up after a while. In order not to eavesdrop on her call, Mo Yan shifted her 
attention to the barbecue in front of her. 

In the afternoon, the two of them did not eat to finish their work. Mo Yan was extremely 
hungry. 

Mo Yan placed a thin piece of roasted meat on the roasting tray. Instantly, the fragrance 
of the meat spread. Mo Yan was so excited that saliva dripped down from the corner of 
her mouth. 

Mo Yan roasted a few more pieces and gave them to Li Guoguo and herself 
respectively. She only waited for Li Guoguo to hang up the phone before eating. 

Other than the roasted meat, Mo Yan also placed the rare sweet potato slices and 
chicken wings in a circle, waiting for them to roast slowly. 

After Li Guoguo hung up the phone, she frowned. She forced a smile at Mo Yan, “He’s 
a little busy, so he won’t be able to come today.” 

“Mm, that’s good too. We’ll meet each other when we have the chance,” Mo Yan said as 
she heaved a sigh of relief in her heart. 

She was already extremely hungry. If another unfamiliar person came, she would not be 
able to eat as freely as she wanted. It wasn’t that she cared about the opinions of the 
opposite sex, but as Li Guoguo’s colleague, she couldn’t embarrass Li Guoguo in front 
of Li Guoguo’s boyfriend, could she?  

After the meal, Mo Yan roughly understood the real purpose of Li Guoguo’s treat. She 
probably didn’t want to apologize, but wanted to show off her boyfriend to her. One 
moment, she was talking about how long the man had been chasing her, the next 
moment, she talked about how he wanted to spoil her and take her on a trip and so on. 
Lastly, she also wanted to ask Luo Tao if he had said where he wanted to take Mo Yan, 
and if he had any recommendations. 

Li Guoguo started again. 



“Wu Hao said that he would take me to Sanya for a few days during the holidays. Sister 
Mo Yan, why don’t you come with your husband? Let’s go together!” 

Mo Yan shook her head. “I’m not going. Going to Sanya is very expensive. Luo Tao and 
I don’t have enough money.” 

“Ah! I see! Then when I go, I’ll bring back some souvenirs for you guys!” 

Li Guoguo smiled so much that her eyes narrowed. Mo Yan did not know why she was 
so happy. 

Shaking her head, Mo Yan said helplessly, “It’s still quite a long time before the holiday. 
Why are you thinking about this so early?” 

“You have to think about happy things to be motivated!” Li Guoguo said angrily. 

“And if you really want to wait for the holiday and travel, you have to plan ahead. It’s not 
wrong to think about it early.” 

“Okay, okay, okay. You’re right. Just don’t think about forgetting the documents again,” 
Mo Yan said with a smile. 

Li Guoguo pouted. “I won’t! Sister Mo Yan, it won’t happen again!” 

After dinner, the two of them took a taxi home. 

Mo Yan turned on the lights. She was the only one in the empty room, which made her 
feel a little uncomfortable. 

… 

Old master Huo held a family meeting the day after he talked to Luo Tao. 

It was to talk about his decision to get back the leadership of the two branches under 
Huo Zhen, and his management rights over the Huo Corporation. 

When he said this, all three of Huo Zhen’s uncles were shocked. Only his fifth uncle 
looked calm and even raised his head to smile at Huo Zhen. Everyone knew that Huo 
Zhen’s fifth uncle, Huo Heng, was a person who did not take care of things. However, 
because he and his fourth uncle, Huo Cheng, were twins, they were always together. 

The old man’s decision made the three uncles confused about Huo Zhen’s motives. 

Since they were one of the most prominent families in Jing City, any change in the Huo 
family would be a huge deal in Jing city, not to mention such a big change. 



Some of the scattered forces in the company had hoped to rely on Huo Zhen to turn 
things around. 

On the third floor of the Zhen Residence, four young people were either sitting or lying 
on the sofa and chairs. Each of them looked weak and half dead. 

“Microphone Qin, when will brother Huo arrive?” A young man with blue hair cried out. 

As soon as the young man finished speaking, a cushion flew towards him. “Shut up, 
you’re the microphone.” 

“You’re always helping brother Huo relay to us messages. If you’re not a microphone, 
what are you?” 

“Mr. Blue Hair, shut up.” Qin Yuan wanted to find another cushion to hit him, but when 
he saw that the cushion had been taken away by the other three, Qin Yuan threw an 
apple at him. 

“Stop fooling around. When brother Huo comes, you two will have to deal with him,” Du 
Jing said. 

Qin Yuan clicked his tongue and did not say anything else. 

Seeing this, Mr. Blue Hair threw a question to Du Jing. “Du Jing! Is that weird cousin of 
yours back?” 

When Mr. Blue Hair spoke, he offended Du Jing. Du Jing’s face instantly darkened. 

During this period of time, he had been pestered badly. Feng Yu had somehow found 
out that Huo Zhen was in Bordeaux and pestered him every day to bring her there. The 
Feng family was also willing to let Feng Yu be with Huo Zhen. Seeing that she was 
pestering him, Du Jing had a headache. 

Another cushion hit Mr. Blue Hair while he was happily munching on an apple. 

“Oh, silly Du Jing, you’ve grown a temper! I told you not to mess around with 
Microphone Qin. Look at how you’ve been led astray.” 

“Mr. Blue Hair, you really deserve a beating.” 

Du Jing had just finished speaking when the door was pushed open. 

“Brother Huo.” The young man who had been silent and wearing a pair of square-
rimmed glasses said with a smile on his face. 

“Hi.” 



“Brother Huo, why did you call us here today? Are you going to do something again?” 

The young man’s gentle tone made Qin Yuan tremble. Ever since he met Jiang Yu, he 
had always been curious about how this squinty-eyed man could see the road clearly. 

Luo Tao looked at the few of them and said, “M Country’s Weidun Information Company 
has recently declared bankruptcy…” 
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Seeing Chen Ya glaring at her fiercely, Mo Yan frowned. 

Chen Ya had already reached the point where no one cared to show her any respect 
anymore. Mo Yan felt that there was no need for her to add fuel to the fire and trigger 
Chen Ya to act out. 

When Mo Yan and Chen Ya brushed past each other, Chen Ya said, “Were you the one 
who told other people that you didn’t want Hongye’s project, so you gave it to me?” 

Mo Yan stopped in her tracks and said coldly without turning her head, “I’m not like you. 
I don’t gossip.” 

“Hmph! Who else knows about this besides you! Mo Yan, you’ll get your retribution for 
harming me like this.” 

Chen Ya’s voice sounded sinister, but Mo Yan only found it funny. 

She harmed her? Ever since she entered the company, she had never thought of going 
against Chen Ya. A newcomer going against a leader? She was not stupid. This was 
probably Chen Ya’s retribution for bullying Mo Yan. It was all because of all the bad 
things she had done to Mo Yan. 

“Ever since I entered the company, I haven’t done anything harmful. This is your 
retribution for always harming me?” 

Mo Yan’s tone was calm as she said this. 

“Me? I never did anything! Mo Yan, it was all you. Ever since you came, I haven’t had a 
day of peace and contentment. If you hadn’t appeared, then Zhou Shuai wouldn’t have 
quarreled with me and he wouldn’t have paid so much attention to you! The company’s 
best contracts are still mine. No one can compete with me even if I go to Jing City. I will 
win Lin Group’s project, then expand our company’s market to Jing City and become 
Hong Jing’s person-in-charge in Jing City. It’s all your fault! It’s all your fault!” 



Chen Ya originally only growled. As she gradually lost control of her emotions, her voice 
became louder and louder, causing the few people in the pantry to run out to see what 
was going on. 

Only then did Mo Yan slowly turn around and give Chen Ya a contemptuous smile. 
“Chen Ya, stop making excuses for your incompetence. You’re the only one who still 
treats people like Zhou Shuai as a treasure. I’ve never paid attention to him. Also, as for 
the company’s best contracts that you’ve mentioned, heh! You only got them because 
of your uncle. You deserve none of them. I’m warning you, don’t bring up Jing City 
anymore. You know what you’ve done.” 

The trip to Jing City was a disgrace to Mo Yan. She was like a clown jumping up and 
down. After doing so much, she still couldn’t let the people who wanted to hurt her get 
what they deserved. They even wanted to treat her like their charity. This was 
something that Mo Yan couldn’t accept. 

Chen Ya was frightened by Mo Yan’s indifferent gaze. She stood there in a daze, 
unable to speak for a long time. 

Meanwhile, Mo Yan had been with Luo Tao for a long time. Naturally, she was 
influenced by Luo Tao’s imposing manner. 

When Mo Yan returned to the office, Li Guoguo blinked her eyes and came over. 

“Sister Mo Yan, I realized that you’re becoming more and more like a queen. You’re 
practically my idol.” 

Mo Yan smiled and did not say much. Seeing this, Li Guoguo continued, “There are 
rumors in the company that when Chen Ya leaves, you will be the new supervisor.” 

“Where did you hear the news from?” Mo Yan asked. 

“They are all talking about it in private! I also feel that you are very capable and 
completely qualified for the position of supervisor.” 

Li Guoguo nodded as she spoke, as if she held Mo Yan in high esteem. 

However, what Mo Yan was thinking was that CEO Song always had other plans. Didn’t 
she originally say that she would only promote her to her assistant after she won Lin 
Group’s project? 

However, Li Guoguo’s words made Mo Yan understand why so many people were 
speaking well of her now. It seemed that they all thought that she might take over the 
position of supervisor after Chen Ya left, so they wanted to build a good relationship 
with her in advance. 



“Sister Mo Yan, didn’t CEO Song mention it to you?” Li Guoguo continued to ask after 
she finished speaking. 

Mo Yan shook her head and smiled, “They are thinking too much. CEO Song has never 
mentioned this.” 

“Oh! I see!” The disappointment in Li Guoguo’s words overflowed. 

“Have you finished the work that I previously assigned to you? We will need the 
documents when we meet the client today.” Mo Yan put away the printed documents 
and asked Li Guoguo. 

“Ah! I forgot to finish it. Sister Mo Yan, wait for me.” 

After saying that, Li Guoguo rushed back to her desk and started to work. 

Hearing Li Guoguo’s words, Mo Yan couldn’t help but frown slightly. She had given Li 
Guoguo a task a few days ago, but why hadn’t Li Guoguo finished it yet? 

After that, Li Guoguo worked for the whole afternoon before they went to meet the client 
in the afternoon. 

It was already past seven o’clock in the evening when Mo Yan and Li Guoguo finished 
meeting the client. When Li Guoguo strongly expressed that she wanted to apologize to 
her, Mo Yan had no choice but to eat barbecue with her. 

It was because Li Guoguo forgot to bring the documents. This client was usually very 
busy. This afternoon, he deliberately made time to listen to them introduce the proposal 
to him. They were supposed to sign the contract today. However, because of Li 
Guoguo’s mistake, they had to meet another day. 

The earlier the contract was signed, the better. It was the safest to get everything down 
on paper. 

“Sister Mo Yan, I’m really sorry. I can’t believe I actually forgot such an important 
document,” Li Guoguo said with a face full of guilt. 

Since the incident had already happened, there was no point for Mo Yan to be angry 
anymore. She smiled and say, “You’ve already apologized to me many times. Just pay 
attention next time and don’t forget anything else.” 

“Okay.” Li Guoguo nodded. 

At this time, the waiter brought the dishes that the two of them had ordered over. Li 
Guoguo stood up and helped the waiter place the dishes on the inside of the table. 



Following Li Guoguo’s actions, a necklace with a pink diamond inlaid on it slipped down 
from her collar. 

“Did you win the lottery recently?” Mo Yan asked with a smile. 

“Ah?” Li Guoguo was surprised at first. Then, she caught a glimpse of the falling 
necklace and her face turned slightly red. She scolded, “No! Sister Mo Yan, what are 
you talking about?” 

Mo Yan was startled by her words and expression. She was only joking. 

Her gaze lingered on the necklace for a moment. Mo Yan suddenly understood what Li 
Guoguo meant. She asked, “You have a boyfriend? Since when?” 

Li Guoguo blushed even more when she was asked, “Just a few days ago, he kept 
chasing me…” 

“This is a gift from him. I heard that it’s quite expensive. Sister Mo Yan, I don’t know 
much about these things. Please help me take a look,” Li Guoguo said as she took off 
the necklace and handed it to Mo Yan. 

Mo Yan took it and looked at it carefully. To be honest, she didn’t know much about 
diamonds and only knew a little about the price. 

Judging from the size of the diamond inlaid on the pendant, it was about one carat. An 
ordinary carat diamond was worth tens of thousands of yuan, while a pink diamond was 
much more expensive. An ordinary colored diamond was about a hundred thousand 
yuan. As for a top-grade colored diamond, the price would even reach millions of yuan. 

Although this pink diamond necklace of Li Guoguo’s was lighter in color, it should have 
cost a lot of money. 

“It’s very beautiful. It looks very expensive.” Mo Yan smiled and returned the necklace to 
Li Guoguo. 

“I also feel that it’s very beautiful, but sister Mo Yan, you said that diamonds are not 
valuable. When he bought it for me, I didn’t know. If I knew, I definitely wouldn’t let him 
buy it.” 

Although Li Guoguo said that she wouldn’t let him buy it, her eyes revealed a happy 
expression. 

“Ordinary diamonds are nothing, but colored diamonds are still valuable. and the most 
important thing is his heart. The price doesn’t matter, right?” 



“Yes, you are right. Ah! Right, why don’t I ask him to come over? You can meet him and 
help me check on him.” 

After saying that, Li Guoguo made a gesture of putting her hands together to beg Mo 
Yan. 

Mo Yan initially wanted to refuse. She was not used to meeting associates of her 
colleagues, so Li Guoguo had no choice but to compromise. 

Seeing that Mo Yan agreed, Li Guoguo could not wait to call her boyfriend. The call was 
picked up after a while. In order not to eavesdrop on her call, Mo Yan shifted her 
attention to the barbecue in front of her. 

In the afternoon, the two of them did not eat to finish their work. Mo Yan was extremely 
hungry. 

Mo Yan placed a thin piece of roasted meat on the roasting tray. Instantly, the fragrance 
of the meat spread. Mo Yan was so excited that saliva dripped down from the corner of 
her mouth. 

Mo Yan roasted a few more pieces and gave them to Li Guoguo and herself 
respectively. She only waited for Li Guoguo to hang up the phone before eating. 

Other than the roasted meat, Mo Yan also placed the rare sweet potato slices and 
chicken wings in a circle, waiting for them to roast slowly. 

After Li Guoguo hung up the phone, she frowned. She forced a smile at Mo Yan, “He’s 
a little busy, so he won’t be able to come today.” 

“Mm, that’s good too. We’ll meet each other when we have the chance,” Mo Yan said as 
she heaved a sigh of relief in her heart. 

She was already extremely hungry. If another unfamiliar person came, she would not be 
able to eat as freely as she wanted. It wasn’t that she cared about the opinions of the 
opposite sex, but as Li Guoguo’s colleague, she couldn’t embarrass Li Guoguo in front 
of Li Guoguo’s boyfriend, could she?  

After the meal, Mo Yan roughly understood the real purpose of Li Guoguo’s treat. She 
probably didn’t want to apologize, but wanted to show off her boyfriend to her. One 
moment, she was talking about how long the man had been chasing her, the next 
moment, she talked about how he wanted to spoil her and take her on a trip and so on. 
Lastly, she also wanted to ask Luo Tao if he had said where he wanted to take Mo Yan, 
and if he had any recommendations. 

Li Guoguo started again. 



“Wu Hao said that he would take me to Sanya for a few days during the holidays. Sister 
Mo Yan, why don’t you come with your husband? Let’s go together!” 

Mo Yan shook her head. “I’m not going. Going to Sanya is very expensive. Luo Tao and 
I don’t have enough money.” 

“Ah! I see! Then when I go, I’ll bring back some souvenirs for you guys!” 

Li Guoguo smiled so much that her eyes narrowed. Mo Yan did not know why she was 
so happy. 

Shaking her head, Mo Yan said helplessly, “It’s still quite a long time before the holiday. 
Why are you thinking about this so early?” 

“You have to think about happy things to be motivated!” Li Guoguo said angrily. 

“And if you really want to wait for the holiday and travel, you have to plan ahead. It’s not 
wrong to think about it early.” 

“Okay, okay, okay. You’re right. Just don’t think about forgetting the documents again,” 
Mo Yan said with a smile. 

Li Guoguo pouted. “I won’t! Sister Mo Yan, it won’t happen again!” 

After dinner, the two of them took a taxi home. 

Mo Yan turned on the lights. She was the only one in the empty room, which made her 
feel a little uncomfortable. 

… 

Old master Huo held a family meeting the day after he talked to Luo Tao. 

It was to talk about his decision to get back the leadership of the two branches under 
Huo Zhen, and his management rights over the Huo Corporation. 

When he said this, all three of Huo Zhen’s uncles were shocked. Only his fifth uncle 
looked calm and even raised his head to smile at Huo Zhen. Everyone knew that Huo 
Zhen’s fifth uncle, Huo Heng, was a person who did not take care of things. However, 
because he and his fourth uncle, Huo Cheng, were twins, they were always together. 

The old man’s decision made the three uncles confused about Huo Zhen’s motives. 

Since they were one of the most prominent families in Jing City, any change in the Huo 
family would be a huge deal in Jing city, not to mention such a big change. 



Some of the scattered forces in the company had hoped to rely on Huo Zhen to turn 
things around. 

On the third floor of the Zhen Residence, four young people were either sitting or lying 
on the sofa and chairs. Each of them looked weak and half dead. 

“Microphone Qin, when will brother Huo arrive?” A young man with blue hair cried out. 

As soon as the young man finished speaking, a cushion flew towards him. “Shut up, 
you’re the microphone.” 

“You’re always helping brother Huo relay to us messages. If you’re not a microphone, 
what are you?” 

“Mr. Blue Hair, shut up.” Qin Yuan wanted to find another cushion to hit him, but when 
he saw that the cushion had been taken away by the other three, Qin Yuan threw an 
apple at him. 

“Stop fooling around. When brother Huo comes, you two will have to deal with him,” Du 
Jing said. 

Qin Yuan clicked his tongue and did not say anything else. 

Seeing this, Mr. Blue Hair threw a question to Du Jing. “Du Jing! Is that weird cousin of 
yours back?” 

When Mr. Blue Hair spoke, he offended Du Jing. Du Jing’s face instantly darkened. 

During this period of time, he had been pestered badly. Feng Yu had somehow found 
out that Huo Zhen was in Bordeaux and pestered him every day to bring her there. The 
Feng family was also willing to let Feng Yu be with Huo Zhen. Seeing that she was 
pestering him, Du Jing had a headache. 

Another cushion hit Mr. Blue Hair while he was happily munching on an apple. 

“Oh, silly Du Jing, you’ve grown a temper! I told you not to mess around with 
Microphone Qin. Look at how you’ve been led astray.” 

“Mr. Blue Hair, you really deserve a beating.” 

Du Jing had just finished speaking when the door was pushed open. 

“Brother Huo.” The young man who had been silent and wearing a pair of square-
rimmed glasses said with a smile on his face. 

“Hi.” 



“Brother Huo, why did you call us here today? Are you going to do something again?” 

The young man’s gentle tone made Qin Yuan tremble. Ever since he met Jiang Yu, he 
had always been curious about how this squinty-eyed man could see the road clearly. 

Luo Tao looked at the few of them and said, “M Country’s Weidun Information Company 
has recently declared bankruptcy…” 
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It was already past seven o’clock in the evening when Mo Yan and Li Guoguo finished 
meeting the client. When Li Guoguo strongly expressed that she wanted to apologize to 
her, Mo Yan had no choice but to eat barbecue with her. 

It was because Li Guoguo forgot to bring the documents. This client was usually very 
busy. This afternoon, he deliberately made time to listen to them introduce the proposal 
to him. They were supposed to sign the contract today. However, because of Li 
Guoguo’s mistake, they had to meet another day. 

The earlier the contract was signed, the better. It was the safest to get everything down 
on paper. 

“Sister Mo Yan, I’m really sorry. I can’t believe I actually forgot such an important 
document,” Li Guoguo said with a face full of guilt. 

Since the incident had already happened, there was no point for Mo Yan to be angry 
anymore. She smiled and say, “You’ve already apologized to me many times. Just pay 
attention next time and don’t forget anything else.” 

“Okay.” Li Guoguo nodded. 

At this time, the waiter brought the dishes that the two of them had ordered over. Li 
Guoguo stood up and helped the waiter place the dishes on the inside of the table. 

Following Li Guoguo’s actions, a necklace with a pink diamond inlaid on it slipped down 
from her collar. 

“Did you win the lottery recently?” Mo Yan asked with a smile. 

“Ah?” Li Guoguo was surprised at first. Then, she caught a glimpse of the falling 
necklace and her face turned slightly red. She scolded, “No! Sister Mo Yan, what are 
you talking about?” 

Mo Yan was startled by her words and expression. She was only joking. 



Her gaze lingered on the necklace for a moment. Mo Yan suddenly understood what Li 
Guoguo meant. She asked, “You have a boyfriend? Since when?” 

Li Guoguo blushed even more when she was asked, “Just a few days ago, he kept 
chasing me…” 

“This is a gift from him. I heard that it’s quite expensive. Sister Mo Yan, I don’t know 
much about these things. Please help me take a look,” Li Guoguo said as she took off 
the necklace and handed it to Mo Yan. 

Mo Yan took it and looked at it carefully. To be honest, she didn’t know much about 
diamonds and only knew a little about the price. 

Judging from the size of the diamond inlaid on the pendant, it was about one carat. An 
ordinary carat diamond was worth tens of thousands of yuan, while a pink diamond was 
much more expensive. An ordinary colored diamond was about a hundred thousand 
yuan. As for a top-grade colored diamond, the price would even reach millions of yuan. 

Although this pink diamond necklace of Li Guoguo’s was lighter in color, it should have 
cost a lot of money. 

“It’s very beautiful. It looks very expensive.” Mo Yan smiled and returned the necklace to 
Li Guoguo. 

“I also feel that it’s very beautiful, but sister Mo Yan, you said that diamonds are not 
valuable. When he bought it for me, I didn’t know. If I knew, I definitely wouldn’t let him 
buy it.” 

Although Li Guoguo said that she wouldn’t let him buy it, her eyes revealed a happy 
expression. 

“Ordinary diamonds are nothing, but colored diamonds are still valuable. and the most 
important thing is his heart. The price doesn’t matter, right?” 

“Yes, you are right. Ah! Right, why don’t I ask him to come over? You can meet him and 
help me check on him.” 

After saying that, Li Guoguo made a gesture of putting her hands together to beg Mo 
Yan. 

Mo Yan initially wanted to refuse. She was not used to meeting associates of her 
colleagues, so Li Guoguo had no choice but to compromise. 

Seeing that Mo Yan agreed, Li Guoguo could not wait to call her boyfriend. The call was 
picked up after a while. In order not to eavesdrop on her call, Mo Yan shifted her 
attention to the barbecue in front of her. 



In the afternoon, the two of them did not eat to finish their work. Mo Yan was extremely 
hungry. 

Mo Yan placed a thin piece of roasted meat on the roasting tray. Instantly, the fragrance 
of the meat spread. Mo Yan was so excited that saliva dripped down from the corner of 
her mouth. 

Mo Yan roasted a few more pieces and gave them to Li Guoguo and herself 
respectively. She only waited for Li Guoguo to hang up the phone before eating. 

Other than the roasted meat, Mo Yan also placed the rare sweet potato slices and 
chicken wings in a circle, waiting for them to roast slowly. 

After Li Guoguo hung up the phone, she frowned. She forced a smile at Mo Yan, “He’s 
a little busy, so he won’t be able to come today.” 

“Mm, that’s good too. We’ll meet each other when we have the chance,” Mo Yan said as 
she heaved a sigh of relief in her heart. 

She was already extremely hungry. If another unfamiliar person came, she would not be 
able to eat as freely as she wanted. It wasn’t that she cared about the opinions of the 
opposite sex, but as Li Guoguo’s colleague, she couldn’t embarrass Li Guoguo in front 
of Li Guoguo’s boyfriend, could she?  

After the meal, Mo Yan roughly understood the real purpose of Li Guoguo’s treat. She 
probably didn’t want to apologize, but wanted to show off her boyfriend to her. One 
moment, she was talking about how long the man had been chasing her, the next 
moment, she talked about how he wanted to spoil her and take her on a trip and so on. 
Lastly, she also wanted to ask Luo Tao if he had said where he wanted to take Mo Yan, 
and if he had any recommendations. 

Li Guoguo started again. 

“Wu Hao said that he would take me to Sanya for a few days during the holidays. Sister 
Mo Yan, why don’t you come with your husband? Let’s go together!” 

Mo Yan shook her head. “I’m not going. Going to Sanya is very expensive. Luo Tao and 
I don’t have enough money.” 

“Ah! I see! Then when I go, I’ll bring back some souvenirs for you guys!” 

Li Guoguo smiled so much that her eyes narrowed. Mo Yan did not know why she was 
so happy. 

Shaking her head, Mo Yan said helplessly, “It’s still quite a long time before the holiday. 
Why are you thinking about this so early?” 



“You have to think about happy things to be motivated!” Li Guoguo said angrily. 

“And if you really want to wait for the holiday and travel, you have to plan ahead. It’s not 
wrong to think about it early.” 

“Okay, okay, okay. You’re right. Just don’t think about forgetting the documents again,” 
Mo Yan said with a smile. 

Li Guoguo pouted. “I won’t! Sister Mo Yan, it won’t happen again!” 

After dinner, the two of them took a taxi home. 

Mo Yan turned on the lights. She was the only one in the empty room, which made her 
feel a little uncomfortable. 

… 

Old master Huo held a family meeting the day after he talked to Luo Tao. 

It was to talk about his decision to get back the leadership of the two branches under 
Huo Zhen, and his management rights over the Huo Corporation. 

When he said this, all three of Huo Zhen’s uncles were shocked. Only his fifth uncle 
looked calm and even raised his head to smile at Huo Zhen. Everyone knew that Huo 
Zhen’s fifth uncle, Huo Heng, was a person who did not take care of things. However, 
because he and his fourth uncle, Huo Cheng, were twins, they were always together. 

The old man’s decision made the three uncles confused about Huo Zhen’s motives. 

Since they were one of the most prominent families in Jing City, any change in the Huo 
family would be a huge deal in Jing city, not to mention such a big change. 

Some of the scattered forces in the company had hoped to rely on Huo Zhen to turn 
things around. 

On the third floor of the Zhen Residence, four young people were either sitting or lying 
on the sofa and chairs. Each of them looked weak and half dead. 

“Microphone Qin, when will brother Huo arrive?” A young man with blue hair cried out. 

As soon as the young man finished speaking, a cushion flew towards him. “Shut up, 
you’re the microphone.” 

“You’re always helping brother Huo relay to us messages. If you’re not a microphone, 
what are you?” 



“Mr. Blue Hair, shut up.” Qin Yuan wanted to find another cushion to hit him, but when 
he saw that the cushion had been taken away by the other three, Qin Yuan threw an 
apple at him. 

“Stop fooling around. When brother Huo comes, you two will have to deal with him,” Du 
Jing said. 

Qin Yuan clicked his tongue and did not say anything else. 

Seeing this, Mr. Blue Hair threw a question to Du Jing. “Du Jing! Is that weird cousin of 
yours back?” 

When Mr. Blue Hair spoke, he offended Du Jing. Du Jing’s face instantly darkened. 

During this period of time, he had been pestered badly. Feng Yu had somehow found 
out that Huo Zhen was in Bordeaux and pestered him every day to bring her there. The 
Feng family was also willing to let Feng Yu be with Huo Zhen. Seeing that she was 
pestering him, Du Jing had a headache. 

Another cushion hit Mr. Blue Hair while he was happily munching on an apple. 

“Oh, silly Du Jing, you’ve grown a temper! I told you not to mess around with 
Microphone Qin. Look at how you’ve been led astray.” 

“Mr. Blue Hair, you really deserve a beating.” 

Du Jing had just finished speaking when the door was pushed open. 

“Brother Huo.” The young man who had been silent and wearing a pair of square-
rimmed glasses said with a smile on his face. 

“Hi.” 

“Brother Huo, why did you call us here today? Are you going to do something again?” 

The young man’s gentle tone made Qin Yuan tremble. Ever since he met Jiang Yu, he 
had always been curious about how this squinty-eyed man could see the road clearly. 

Luo Tao looked at the few of them and said, “M Country’s Weidun Information Company 
has recently declared bankruptcy…” 
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After the meal, Mo Yan roughly understood the real purpose of Li Guoguo’s treat. She 
probably didn’t want to apologize, but wanted to show off her boyfriend to her. One 
moment, she was talking about how long the man had been chasing her, the next 
moment, she talked about how he wanted to spoil her and take her on a trip and so on. 
Lastly, she also wanted to ask Luo Tao if he had said where he wanted to take Mo Yan, 
and if he had any recommendations. 

Li Guoguo started again. 

“Wu Hao said that he would take me to Sanya for a few days during the holidays. Sister 
Mo Yan, why don’t you come with your husband? Let’s go together!” 

Mo Yan shook her head. “I’m not going. Going to Sanya is very expensive. Luo Tao and 
I don’t have enough money.” 

“Ah! I see! Then when I go, I’ll bring back some souvenirs for you guys!” 

Li Guoguo smiled so much that her eyes narrowed. Mo Yan did not know why she was 
so happy. 

Shaking her head, Mo Yan said helplessly, “It’s still quite a long time before the holiday. 
Why are you thinking about this so early?” 

“You have to think about happy things to be motivated!” Li Guoguo said angrily. 

“And if you really want to wait for the holiday and travel, you have to plan ahead. It’s not 
wrong to think about it early.” 

“Okay, okay, okay. You’re right. Just don’t think about forgetting the documents again,” 
Mo Yan said with a smile. 

Li Guoguo pouted. “I won’t! Sister Mo Yan, it won’t happen again!” 

After dinner, the two of them took a taxi home. 

Mo Yan turned on the lights. She was the only one in the empty room, which made her 
feel a little uncomfortable. 

… 

Old master Huo held a family meeting the day after he talked to Luo Tao. 

It was to talk about his decision to get back the leadership of the two branches under 
Huo Zhen, and his management rights over the Huo Corporation. 



When he said this, all three of Huo Zhen’s uncles were shocked. Only his fifth uncle 
looked calm and even raised his head to smile at Huo Zhen. Everyone knew that Huo 
Zhen’s fifth uncle, Huo Heng, was a person who did not take care of things. However, 
because he and his fourth uncle, Huo Cheng, were twins, they were always together. 

The old man’s decision made the three uncles confused about Huo Zhen’s motives. 

Since they were one of the most prominent families in Jing City, any change in the Huo 
family would be a huge deal in Jing city, not to mention such a big change. 

Some of the scattered forces in the company had hoped to rely on Huo Zhen to turn 
things around. 

On the third floor of the Zhen Residence, four young people were either sitting or lying 
on the sofa and chairs. Each of them looked weak and half dead. 

“Microphone Qin, when will brother Huo arrive?” A young man with blue hair cried out. 

As soon as the young man finished speaking, a cushion flew towards him. “Shut up, 
you’re the microphone.” 

“You’re always helping brother Huo relay to us messages. If you’re not a microphone, 
what are you?” 

“Mr. Blue Hair, shut up.” Qin Yuan wanted to find another cushion to hit him, but when 
he saw that the cushion had been taken away by the other three, Qin Yuan threw an 
apple at him. 

“Stop fooling around. When brother Huo comes, you two will have to deal with him,” Du 
Jing said. 

Qin Yuan clicked his tongue and did not say anything else. 

Seeing this, Mr. Blue Hair threw a question to Du Jing. “Du Jing! Is that weird cousin of 
yours back?” 

When Mr. Blue Hair spoke, he offended Du Jing. Du Jing’s face instantly darkened. 

During this period of time, he had been pestered badly. Feng Yu had somehow found 
out that Huo Zhen was in Bordeaux and pestered him every day to bring her there. The 
Feng family was also willing to let Feng Yu be with Huo Zhen. Seeing that she was 
pestering him, Du Jing had a headache. 

Another cushion hit Mr. Blue Hair while he was happily munching on an apple. 



“Oh, silly Du Jing, you’ve grown a temper! I told you not to mess around with 
Microphone Qin. Look at how you’ve been led astray.” 

“Mr. Blue Hair, you really deserve a beating.” 

Du Jing had just finished speaking when the door was pushed open. 

“Brother Huo.” The young man who had been silent and wearing a pair of square-
rimmed glasses said with a smile on his face. 

“Hi.” 

“Brother Huo, why did you call us here today? Are you going to do something again?” 

The young man’s gentle tone made Qin Yuan tremble. Ever since he met Jiang Yu, he 
had always been curious about how this squinty-eyed man could see the road clearly. 

Luo Tao looked at the few of them and said, “M Country’s Weidun Information Company 
has recently declared bankruptcy…” 
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If Mo Yan had known that Chen Ya would treat her like this, she would not have said 
those words to Chen Ya. 

At this moment, Mo Yan was the only person in the empty interrogation room. There 
were surveillance cameras on the four corners of the wall. Even now, Mo Yan was still 
in a daze. 

At this moment, two police officers in police uniforms sat on the chair opposite Mo Yan. 

“Mo Yan, 22 years old, is an employee of Hong Jing Real Estate Co., Ltd.” 

Hearing someone naming her, Mo Yan raised her head slightly and said in a hoarse 
voice, “I really don’t know about what Chen Ya said.” 

She was still working in the morning when Chen Ya suddenly called her to the office 
and slapped a document in front of Mo Yan. Mo Yan frowned and took a look. It was a 
project that the company had been competing with other companies for a while. 

“What’s wrong?” 

“You actually have the cheek to ask what’s wrong?” 



After saying that, Chen Ya slapped another document in front of Mo Yan. Mo Yan did 
not understand, so she picked it up and looked at it carefully again. 

This proposal was more comprehensive than the first one she had read. Not only did it 
have the advantages of the first proposal, but it also had some new ideas. 

Mo Yan still did not understand. She frowned and asked, “If you have anything to say, 
just say it.” 

“The proposal was leaked to the other company, causing us to lose the project. Only 
three people in the company have seen this proposal. Xiao Wu, me, and you.” 

The more Mo Yan listened, the more she had a bad feeling. “Why do you think I leaked 
it?” 

“If it’s not you, then is it me or Xiao Wu who leaked it?” 

“Why not?” Mo Yan asked. 

Chen Ya sneered and said, “I’m relying on this project to make a comeback, and Xiao 
Wu is an old man in the company. He is counting on this project to get a promotion and 
a raise. Do you think we will leak it?” 

Hearing Chen Ya say this, Mo Yan’s heart was also in a mess. She felt that there 
seemed to be something wrong. 

Previously, Xiao Wu said that he wanted to ask her about the project. He said that it 
was because she had gone to Jing City and wanted her to help him see if there was 
anything that needed to be improved. Mo Yan did not think too much about it at that 
time, so she naturally helped her look at it and gave him a lot of suggestions. 

“Mo Yan, you leaked the company’s project secrets and caused a huge loss to the 
company. This time, the company will not forgive you.” 

After saying this, Chen Ya locked Mo Yan in her office. Not long after, a few police 
officers came and took Mo Yan away. 

When she brushed past Chen Ya, Mo Yan instantly saw a flash of pride in Chen Ya’s 
eyes. 

It had been a few hours since Mo Yan was brought to the police station. Obviously, the 
police were also investigating the situation. Now, the interrogation had probably gotten 
some clues before they came to ask her. 

“Miss Mo, we have already found out that you received a huge amount of funds the day 
before yesterday. Please explain the source of the funds.” 



Source? Mo Yan’s mind buzzed as she said, “That was a financial mistake. I originally 
planned to return it to the company today!” 

The police officer who was interrogating Mo Yan obviously did not believe her at all. 
“Miss Mo, if you don’t tell the truth, the responsibility you will bear will be greater if the 
police find out everything.” 

“I didn’t…” Mo Yan said in a low voice. Her mind was in a mess. Although she was sure 
that the police must have found out something before they asked her this, she had no 
idea about this matter. What was she going to tell them? 

Seeing that Mo Yan didn’t speak, the two police officers looked at each other. One of 
them said, “Miss Mo, the employee who made the deal with you has turned herself in. 
She said that you took the initiative to contact her and said that you could provide 
information about the project.” 

“I didn’t.” Mo Yan’s body trembled as she gritted her teeth. 

“I didn’t participate in much of this project. Also, I have a bright future. Why would I do 
such a thing?” 

“According to the investigation and testimony, you and your boss had a lot of friction. 
You wanted to use this opportunity to drive them out of the company.” 

Mo Yan clenched her fists. “I am not so stupid. Besides, with what Chen Ya did before, 
she wouldn’t be able to stay in the company without me doing anything.” 

Hearing this, the old policeman nodded at the new policeman, and the two of them left. 

Mo Yan was left alone in the interrogation room. Her face was pale, and it took her a 
long time to stop trembling. 

From the police officer’s words, she already understood that she had been framed and 
there was also a lot of ‘evidence’. Was she really going to let herself be framed? 
Framed just like that? 

But now, she really couldn’t resist at all. Mo Yan grabbed her hair fiercely, feeling the 
despair of a trapped beast. 

In Jing City, Huo Zhen’s office was suddenly broken into. 

“Huo Zhen! Something happened to sister-in-law!”  
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Ever since Mo Yan was suddenly taken away by the police yesterday, everyone in the 
company had been in a panic. 

Xu Tian went straight to Chen Ya, and Chen Ya brought her into the office. When they 
came out, they did not know why Xu Tian had a heavy expression on her face. This 
made many people wonder if Mo Yan had really done something? 

After that, the police came to the company to investigate and collect evidence. They 
questioned a few employees and made a statement. 

This series of actions made many people suspect Mo Yan. Of course, there were also 
people who suspected Chen Ya. It was not because of anything else, but because the 
timing of Mo Yan being taken away was too coincidental. 

CEO Song had just flown to Hai City when this happened to Mo Yan. When things like 
this usually happened, the company would first solve it internally. If the matter was 
serious, they would only call the police. But since CEO Song was not around, Chen Ya 
directly skipped the steps of the company’s handling, which really made people 
suspicious. 

After sending the police away, Chen Ya returned to her office. 

Sitting behind her desk, Chen Ya covered her face and her whole body trembled, as if 
she had fallen into madness. It was not until she moved her hand away that her crazy 
smile was revealed. The silent laughter caused her entire face to be distorted. 

“Ha! Mo Yan, let’s see how you’re going to protect yourself now.” 

At this moment, the viciousness in Chen Ya’s eyes was no longer concealed. 

… 

In Qin Yuan’s office, Luo Tao was holding the confession that he had obtained from the 
police station, the veins on his forehead bulging. Meanwhile, Qin Yuan sat silently at the 
side, waiting for Luo Tao to finish reading. 

Yesterday, when Luo Tao first received the news, he had assigned a task to his 
subordinates to return to C City as quickly as possible. However, in the chaos of Jing 
City, if he left immediately, he would definitely attract the attention of various forces. 
Under Luo Tao’s murderous gaze, Qin Yuan stopped him. 

Qin Yuan analyzed the situation a lot, but Luo Tao was unmoved. It was not until he 
said that if anyone noticed Mo Yan, the matter would be even more problematic. Only 
then did Luo Tao regain some rationality. Qin Yuan asked Luo Tao to deal with his 
company’s matters first, and said that he would return to C City to check on the situation 
first 



In the end, Luo Tao gazed at him coldly for a while before leaving. After Luo Tao left, 
Qin Yuan felt that his entire body was covered in cold sweat. 

After returning to C City, Qin Yuan started to investigate the matter. Whenever he 
recalled Luo Tao’s condition during the investigation, Qin Yuan felt uneasy. 

“According to my investigation, it was Chen Ya who conspired with a rival company to 
frame Mo Yan. Now, the witnesses and evidence are all very disadvantageous to Mo 
Yan. Several parties insist that it was Mo Yan who sold the proposal to them. Moreover, 
the surveillance showed that only sister-in-law went to the company that night and took 
the proposal away…” 

Hearing Qin Yuan’s words, Luo Tao’s expression became more and more cold. The 
raging anger hidden in the cold was raging. 

“As for the two people from the rival company who framed sister-in-law, I have also 
investigated them. One of them has a family member who is seriously ill, and the other 
has gambling debts. It’s just that…” 

Qin Yuan frowned as he spoke, and there was some hesitation in his tone. 

“Speak.” Luo Tao said coldly. 

“It’s these two things that seem to be related to the matter, but also seem to be 
unrelated. The seriously ill person received a large amount of treatment fees five 
months ago, and the gambling debts have yet to be paid back.” 

Luo Tao frowned and looked at Qin Yuan, saying coldly, “Call Shen Yan back.” 

“Shen Yan? Isn’t she abroad?” 

Luo Tao’s cold gaze made Qin Yuan stop talking. After calling Shen Yan, he explained 
the situation to the lawyer he was familiar with. 

Qin Yuan understood Luo Tao. He would not let Mo Yan stay at the police station any 
longer. Calling Shen Yan back was for future matters, and now they still needed a 
lawyer to bail Mo Yan out. 

“Fourth brother, where are you going?” Qin Yuan had just finished the phone call when 
he saw Luo Tao walking out and hurriedly asked. 

“Police station.” 

Luo Tao’s footsteps kept dropping two words to Qin Yuan. 

Qin Yuan was stunned, and hurriedly picked up two coats to follow Luo Tao. 



Sitting in the front passenger seat, Qin Yuan didn’t even dare to breathe loudly. Luo Tao 
asked about Qin Yuan’s lawyer’s location, and the car went straight to the law firm. 

The lawyer was also a quick-witted person, and the two of them were already waiting 
outside the office. 

The lawyer had just gotten into the car when he heard Luo Tao ask, “Have you taken a 
look at everything?” 

This lawyer was only familiar with Qin Yuan and did not know Luo Tao. He could not 
help but glance at Qin Yuan and said, “In this case, you can bail Miss Mo out first, and 
then discuss the details. Although there is a lot of evidence against Miss Mo, it is not 
impossible to overturn the case.” 

“Okay.” 

Luo Tao drove the car quickly, and Qin Yuan couldn’t help but fasten his seatbelt. 

It was said that the passenger seat was the most unsafe seat, and now he somewhat 
regretted sitting in this seat. Qin Yuan glanced at the lawyer from the rearview mirror 
and saw that the lawyer’s face was also pale as if he was frightened.  

Mo Yan.” Luo Tao called out to the girl who was hugging her knees and curled up in the 
corner of the detention center. 

Hearing the familiar voice, Mo Yan slowly raised her head. The moment she saw Luo 
Tao, she thought she was hallucinating. 

Actually, Mo Yan had only stayed in the detention center for one night. The environment 
of the detention center was not that bad. The reason why Mo Yan looked so haggard 
was not because of external conditions, but because of the uneasiness in her heart. 
She was afraid. She did not know what other methods Chen Ya would think of to frame 
her, and she also did not know how much evidence Chen Ya would create. 

The lock on the door was opened, and Luo Tao walked over to pick her up. It was not 
until she touched Luo Tao’s body and felt his temperature that Mo Yan’s tensed nerves 
relaxed. She could no longer control her tears and buried her head deep into Luo Tao’s 
chest, trembling and crying silently. 

Seeing Mo Yan like this, Luo Tao felt an intense pain in his heart, causing him to hug 
Mo Yan’s arm even tighter. 

The bail procedures had been completed. Luo Tao carried Mo Yan and strode out of the 
police station, attracting many inquisitive gazes along the way. 



When they returned, Qin Yuan was driving. The lawyer was sitting in the passenger 
seat, while Mo Yan was crying in Luo Tao’s arms. It was not that Mo Yan was a cry 
baby, but this incident did scare her. From the few words of the police officer, Mo Yan 
could tell how much preparation Chen Ya had done to frame her. Chen Ya really 
wanted to get rid of her. 

“It’s okay, I’m here. Don’t be afraid.” 

Luo Tao held Mo Yan in his arms and did not let go. He gently patted her back to 
comfort her. 

Listening to her intermittent crying, Luo Tao’s heart could not help but throb. He really 
wanted to tell her his identity now and keep her with him at all times, but he could not. 

No one spoke in the car. Gradually, Mo Yan cried until she was tired and fell asleep. 

Luo Tao did not bring Mo Yan home directly. Instead, he went to the hotel of the Qin 
family. After the private doctor saw that nothing was wrong with her, Luo Tao was 
relieved. 

In the living room, Qin Yuan was listening to the lawyer talk about Mo Yan’s case. 

“How do we solve it?” Luo Tao sat on the sofa and asked. 

Qin Yuan looked at him and pushed a glass of red wine in front of Luo Tao. He 
hesitated and said, “It’s best to solve it privately.” 

“Settle it privately?” Luo Tao narrowed his eyes and looked at Qin Yuan. 

Swallowing his saliva, Qin Yuan continued, “Yes, let the company decide on its own. 
The loss will be borne by sister-in-law.” 

Luo Tao did not say anything. His pair of ice-cold eyes stared quietly at Qin Yuan. 

Qin Yuan pushed the wine in front of Luo Tao and smiled apologetically, “This is not 
what I think, it’s just what the lawyer said.” 

Seeing that Qin Yuan was blaming him, the lawyer who was sitting next to Qin Yuan 
and wearing black-rimmed glasses glared at him fiercely, he put in 120% of his energy 
and explained, “This case could have been resolved internally, and it wouldn’t have 
caused too much of an impact. However, someone had an ulterior motive and skipped 
this step.” 

“Yes.” 



“Once the trial starts, no matter what the final outcome is, it will affect Miss Mo’s 
reputation.” 

This was what Qin Yuan had told him when he was talking to Qin Yuan alone. The most 
important outcome of this case was to minimize Mo Yan’s losses. 

Thus, the lawyer continued, “Based on the evidence and the investigation results, the 
trial is disadvantageous to Miss Mo. If what young master Qin said is true, Miss Mo was 
framed by someone, then it will take time to gather evidence and investigate. After 
finding clues, it will take time to build a case. When the truth is revealed, no one will pay 
attention to the results, because during this time, everyone will believe that Miss Mo 
leaked the company’s plans, which will cause great damage to Miss Mo’s reputation.” 

After the lawyer finished speaking, Qin Yuan nodded his head vigorously. Then, he was 
glared at by the lawyer again. 

“Fourth brother, take this as a loss. Tell sister-in-law to pay more attention in the future. 
I will help sister-in-law pay whatever Hong Jing wants.” 

Luo Tao’s gaze fell on the red wine. After a moment of silence, he said, “Is this the best 
result?” 

Qin Yuan and the lawyer did not reply. They had already finished what they wanted to 
say. 

“If going through the legal process can only do so much, please!” Luo Tao chuckled. 
Hearing this, the two of them felt a chill down their spines. 

As Luo Tao’s best friend, when Qin Yuan saw Luo Tao like this, an ominous 
premonition suddenly rose in his heart. He hurriedly said, “Fourth brother, what are you 
going to do this time? Jing City is still in a mess! Don’t cause any more trouble.” 

Luo Tao raised his head to look at him. The corners of his mouth curled up slightly. “Not 
me. You. You will be the one who causes trouble.” 

“What?” Qin Yuan’s eyes were as wide as copper bells.  
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Mo Yan.” Luo Tao called out to the girl who was hugging her knees and curled up in the 
corner of the detention center. 

Hearing the familiar voice, Mo Yan slowly raised her head. The moment she saw Luo 
Tao, she thought she was hallucinating. 



Actually, Mo Yan had only stayed in the detention center for one night. The environment 
of the detention center was not that bad. The reason why Mo Yan looked so haggard 
was not because of external conditions, but because of the uneasiness in her heart. 
She was afraid. She did not know what other methods Chen Ya would think of to frame 
her, and she also did not know how much evidence Chen Ya would create. 

The lock on the door was opened, and Luo Tao walked over to pick her up. It was not 
until she touched Luo Tao’s body and felt his temperature that Mo Yan’s tensed nerves 
relaxed. She could no longer control her tears and buried her head deep into Luo Tao’s 
chest, trembling and crying silently. 

Seeing Mo Yan like this, Luo Tao felt an intense pain in his heart, causing him to hug 
Mo Yan’s arm even tighter. 

The bail procedures had been completed. Luo Tao carried Mo Yan and strode out of the 
police station, attracting many inquisitive gazes along the way. 

When they returned, Qin Yuan was driving. The lawyer was sitting in the passenger 
seat, while Mo Yan was crying in Luo Tao’s arms. It was not that Mo Yan was a cry 
baby, but this incident did scare her. From the few words of the police officer, Mo Yan 
could tell how much preparation Chen Ya had done to frame her. Chen Ya really 
wanted to get rid of her. 

“It’s okay, I’m here. Don’t be afraid.” 

Luo Tao held Mo Yan in his arms and did not let go. He gently patted her back to 
comfort her. 

Listening to her intermittent crying, Luo Tao’s heart could not help but throb. He really 
wanted to tell her his identity now and keep her with him at all times, but he could not. 

No one spoke in the car. Gradually, Mo Yan cried until she was tired and fell asleep. 

Luo Tao did not bring Mo Yan home directly. Instead, he went to the hotel of the Qin 
family. After the private doctor saw that nothing was wrong with her, Luo Tao was 
relieved. 

In the living room, Qin Yuan was listening to the lawyer talk about Mo Yan’s case. 

“How do we solve it?” Luo Tao sat on the sofa and asked. 

Qin Yuan looked at him and pushed a glass of red wine in front of Luo Tao. He 
hesitated and said, “It’s best to solve it privately.” 

“Settle it privately?” Luo Tao narrowed his eyes and looked at Qin Yuan. 



Swallowing his saliva, Qin Yuan continued, “Yes, let the company decide on its own. 
The loss will be borne by sister-in-law.” 

Luo Tao did not say anything. His pair of ice-cold eyes stared quietly at Qin Yuan. 

Qin Yuan pushed the wine in front of Luo Tao and smiled apologetically, “This is not 
what I think, it’s just what the lawyer said.” 

Seeing that Qin Yuan was blaming him, the lawyer who was sitting next to Qin Yuan 
and wearing black-rimmed glasses glared at him fiercely, he put in 120% of his energy 
and explained, “This case could have been resolved internally, and it wouldn’t have 
caused too much of an impact. However, someone had an ulterior motive and skipped 
this step.” 

“Yes.” 

“Once the trial starts, no matter what the final outcome is, it will affect Miss Mo’s 
reputation.” 

This was what Qin Yuan had told him when he was talking to Qin Yuan alone. The most 
important outcome of this case was to minimize Mo Yan’s losses. 

Thus, the lawyer continued, “Based on the evidence and the investigation results, the 
trial is disadvantageous to Miss Mo. If what young master Qin said is true, Miss Mo was 
framed by someone, then it will take time to gather evidence and investigate. After 
finding clues, it will take time to build a case. When the truth is revealed, no one will pay 
attention to the results, because during this time, everyone will believe that Miss Mo 
leaked the company’s plans, which will cause great damage to Miss Mo’s reputation.” 

After the lawyer finished speaking, Qin Yuan nodded his head vigorously. Then, he was 
glared at by the lawyer again. 

“Fourth brother, take this as a loss. Tell sister-in-law to pay more attention in the future. 
I will help sister-in-law pay whatever Hong Jing wants.” 

Luo Tao’s gaze fell on the red wine. After a moment of silence, he said, “Is this the best 
result?” 

Qin Yuan and the lawyer did not reply. They had already finished what they wanted to 
say. 

“If going through the legal process can only do so much, please!” Luo Tao chuckled. 
Hearing this, the two of them felt a chill down their spines. 



As Luo Tao’s best friend, when Qin Yuan saw Luo Tao like this, an ominous 
premonition suddenly rose in his heart. He hurriedly said, “Fourth brother, what are you 
going to do this time? Jing City is still in a mess! Don’t cause any more trouble.” 

Luo Tao raised his head to look at him. The corners of his mouth curled up slightly. “Not 
me. You. You will be the one who causes trouble.” 

“What?” Qin Yuan’s eyes were as wide as copper bells.  
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Luo Tao looked at the lawyer. A lawyer who could interact with Qin Yuan would 
naturally be able to read people’s eyes. Seeing this, he bade farewell and left. 

Only Luo Tao and Qin Yuan were left in the living room. Luo Tao leaned against the 
back of the sofa and tapped on the armrest with his fingers. 

The next second, he casually said something about the future of the two companies. 

“Cut off all the projects between Hong Jing and that company. When you find out who 
framed Mo Yan, then let them go.” 

“Ah?” Qin Yuan reacted for two seconds before he understood what Luo Tao was 
talking about. The corners of his mouth twitched and he said speechlessly, “No way! 
Fourth Brother.” 

Luo Tao glanced at him indifferently. “Do you have another way?” 

Qin Yuan knew that the method Luo Tao was talking about was to not let Mo Yan bear a 
single stain and clear her name. 

“Fourth brother, this will be noticed by others! And it will be very troublesome. My father 
might even skin me alive!” 

“The roots of your family are not in C City. What does it matter?” 

“Then, then my interference in the real estate will attract the attention of the people in 
Jing City!” 

“Would you rather I get angry?” 

Luo Tao gave Qin Yuan a perfect reason. Although the corners of his mouth were still 
curved, his eyes were cold. 



Qin Yuan resisted the urge to run away. It was all Mo Lian’s fault. Huo Zhen would 
never forget the scandal between him and Mo Yan. 

“Fourth brother! Please take pity on me! My father even suspected that I had a girlfriend 
again. How can I do something so large-scale?” 

“The old master’s Jade.” 

“It’s not that I don’t love Jade. It’s just that I’m afraid of being targeted!” 

“I will give the Qin family 3% of M Country’s Information Company shares.” 

Qin Yuan sucked in a breath of cold air. How was he, brother Huo, so charmed by Mo 
Yan? That he actually proposed such a condition! 

Qin Yuan replied quickly, “It’s my responsibility to share fourth brother’s worries.” 

“Also,” Luo Tao said. 

“Yes, yes. Please speak.” Qin Yuan said helplessly. 

Luo Tao couldn’t be bothered to look at Qin Yuan’s appearance. He silently shifted his 
gaze to the side and said, “Before I reveal my identity to Mo Yan, use your name to 
protect her.” 

Qin Yuan chuckled and said, “Of course. From now on, sister-in-law is my God. I’ll set 
up an alter to worship her. Oh right, fourth brother, what happens if someone finds out 
what we are doing?” 

This was a gray area. Local forces would not interfere in such matters. The Qin and Huo 
families were too prominent. 

Of course, under normal circumstances, Qin Yuan would not be so ruthless. He would 
not think of using such a method to deal with people. It was just that Chen Ya and Mo 
Lian were really disgusting. Qin Yuan did not feel guilty ruining their lives. 

“Let’s see what Mo Yan says! After all, she is the one who is suffering. It is better to let 
her deal with it herself.” 

Qin Yuan clicked his tongue. He did not understand just how charming Mo Yan was to 
be able to get Huo Zhen wrapped all around her little finger. 

“Fourth brother, there’s something I’m quite curious about.” 

“Speak,” Luo Tao replied Qin Yuan with a simple word. 



Qin Yuan smiled ambiguously and said, “Fourth brother, you’re so protective of sister-in-
law, and sister-in-law likes you so much. Since you’re so loving, when are you going to 
turn the two of you into a family of three?” 

“What did you say?” Luo Tao was a little happy when he heard Qin Yuan say that Mo 
Yan liked him, but the latter words made his body stiffen. 

“I said, when will I get a niece? I’m starting to wonder if you guys are preparing to bear a 
child! Hehe, if that’s the case, the old man won’t be able to refuse even if he wants to.” 

Seeing that Luo Tao, who had always been calm, actually showed such an expression, 
Qin Yuan teased even more enthusiastically. 

“If you guys really bear a child, the old man will really be pleasantly surprised, 
hahahaha.” 

Before Qin Yuan could finish his sentence, Luo Tao threw him a cushion with one hand, 
got up and left. 

“Hey! Fourth Brother! Where are you going?” 

“Quiet, shut up.” 

Luo Tao threw Qin Yuan two words and walked straight to Mo Yan’s room. 

Mo Yan slept very soundly. She had not slept for two days and one night, and she was 
in a tense state, which made Mo Yan very tired. 

Luo Tao gently smoothed Mo Yan’s tightly furrowed eyebrows, leaned over and kissed 
Mo Yan’s forehead. As if sensing Luo Tao’s aura, Mo Yan’s expression gradually 
relaxed. 

“Don’t be afraid, I’ll be by your side. Sleep well!” 

Qin Yuan saw that Luo Tao did not close the door, so he quietly followed him. He did 
not expect to see such a scene. He almost vomited. 

Noticing the gentle expression on Luo Tao’s face, Qin Yuan could not help but think that 
if he could meet someone that he could also treat wholeheartedly, it would probably be 
pretty nice.  
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On the third day, Mo Yan came to the company as usual, attracting a group of 
colleagues to stare at her. 

Originally, Luo Tao had hoped that Mo Yan would rest at home for a few days before 
going to the company. However, Mo Yan wanted to settle this matter as soon as 
possible, so she couldn’t wait to come. 

Faced with her colleagues’ inquiries, Mo Yan couldn’t explain the whole story, so she 
could only vaguely say that she didn’t know. 

At this time, Xu Tian also came over. Mo Yan followed her to the stairs where the two of 
them usually talked. 

Xu Tian opened her mouth and asked Mo Yan a question that she did not expect. 

“Mo Yan, what is your relationship with Qin Yuan?” 

“Qin Yuan?” Mo Yan suddenly remembered that when Luo Tao came to pick her up 
yesterday, Qin Yuan seemed to be there too. 

If Qin Yuan knew that Mo Yan was thinking about this, he would definitely shout, “Sister-
in-law, I was the one who drove you yesterday! However, Qin Yuan didn’t know it now. 

“Sister Xu, why did you suddenly mention Qin Yuan?” Mo Yan asked. 

Xu Tian looked straight at Mo Yan and repeated, “What’s your relationship with him?” 

Mo Yan was confused by Xu Tian’s attitude, but she still answered Xu Tian’s question. 

“It’s nothing!” 

“Then why would Qin Yuan pressure the company for you?” Xu Tian continued to ask, 

Mo Yan was shocked by Xu Tian’s words. “Pressure? I’m not sure!” 

Xu Tian did not speak, waiting for Mo Yan to answer her question. After all, she had 
been friends with Xu Tian for a long time. Even if Xu Tian did not speak, Mo Yan 
understood what she meant. 

“I heard from Qin Yuan that his friend asked him to take care of me.” 

After listening to Mo Yan’s words, Xu Tian frowned and did not dwell on the issue of Qin 
Yuan helping Mo Yan. 

“What about you? He takes care of you so much. Do you have any thoughts about 
him?” 



Mo Yan felt that Xu Tian was very strange today, as if she was obsessed with 
something. 

“What thoughts? Sister Xu, what exactly do you want to ask?” Mo Yan frowned and 
asked. 

Xu Tian Thought for a moment and asked hesitantly, “He treats you so well. Do you like 
him?” 

Mo Yan blinked and then blinked again. The corner of her mouth twitched as she said, 
“Sister Xu, what are you thinking!” 

These words made Xu Tian blush. Mo Yan continued to add, “Sister Xu, I have a 
husband! If Qin Yuan helped me, I would be grateful to him, but why would I like him! I 
don’t have much contact with him.” 

“You really don’t like him? His family background is much better than your husband’s,” 
Xu Tian said. 

Mo Yan burst out laughing. “Sister Xu, why are you comparing them? If I like him 
because his family background is good, then shouldn’t I like the richest person in the 
world?” 

After Mo Yan’s gag, the atmosphere between the two of them was much more relaxed. 
Mo Yan looked at Xu Tian curiously, as if sister Xu was particularly concerned about 
who she liked. 

“Sister Xu, were you angry just now?” This time, it was Mo Yan’s turn to ask Xu Tian. 

“No, I just felt that you should cherish your family.” 

Xu Tian’s words had a deeper meaning, which made Mo Yan want to probe further. 

“Sister Xu, did something happen to you?” 

Without answering Mo Yan’s question, Xu Tian silently looked at the sky outside the 
window. 

Seeing that Xu Tian didn’t answer, Mo Yan was too embarrassed to get to the bottom of 
it, so she asked about what happened in the company these two days. 

“Sister Xu, you said that you saw a video of me taking Xiao Wu’s documents in Chen 
Ya’s Office?” Mo Yan frowned. 

“Yes.” 



Mo Yan carefully recalled that there was indeed a night when Xiao Wu asked her to 
send the documents down after work. 

“That day, I got off work late. Xiao Wu said that he urgently needed this document and 
he didn’t want to go upstairs, so I sent it down to him!” 

“Xiao Wu asked you to send it?” Xu Tian asked. 

“Yes! If he didn’t ask me to send it, why would I take it!” 

Suddenly, Mo Yan realized that the document that Xiao Wu had originally asked her to 
retrieve had become evidence that she had leaked the company’s plan. 

Mo Yan recalled the details of that night once again. Scenes flashed through her mind, 
and gradually, some abnormal parts appeared in her memory. 

She remembered that day when Xiao Wu had asked her to deliver the documents to the 
back door of the company, he was dressed in very covered-up clothes. That day, she 
had even specially asked him why he was dressed like this. He had said that he had a 
cold and was not feeling well, so he had put on the mask and hat. 

Now that she thought about it, it was really too strange. His body was in pain, yet he still 
had to get the documents? He had even said that the back door of the company was 
closer to his house. At that time, she had not paid much attention to it, but now that she 
thought about it, it was really suspicious. 

Mo Yan told Xu Tian everything that she recalled, Xu Tian said with a solemn 
expression, “Chen Ya really wants to get rid of you this time. I’ve heard that the 
company lost hundreds of thousands of dollars. This amount is enough to get you fired. 
Moreover, there is also very clear evidence that proves that it was you who leaked the 
information that caused the project to be lost.”  

“Clear evidence?” Mo Yan asked. 

“Yes. Initially, because the plan was the same, it was impossible to say who plagiarized 
who. However, the person in charge of the project over there turned himself in and 
clearly pointed out that you were the one who sold the proposal to him.” Xu Tian told Mo 
Yan about the progress of the events in the past two days. 

Mo Yan clenched her fists tightly and slammed them against the wall. She gritted her 
teeth and read out a name. “Chen Ya!” 

“Don’t be afraid. Qin Yuan has already pressured the higher-ups of the company to 
investigate this matter. As long as you didn’t do it, the truth will prevail.” Xu Tian patted 
her shoulder and comforted her. 



“Pressure?” 

Hearing Xu Tian mention this word again, Mo Yan said in confusion, “Sister Xu, what 
exactly did Qin Yuan Do?” 

“You really want to know?” Xu Tian asked. 

“Yes.” Mo Yan nodded her head hard to show her sincerity. 

Unexpectedly, Xu Tian sneered, “The young master of the Qin family has cut off all of 
Hong Jing’s projects.” 

“Cut off?” Mo Yan’s eyes instantly widened. 

Xu Tian continued to sneer, “Not only Hong Jing, that company too. I think in a few 
days, we will be able to find out the truth.” 

Mo Yan’s mouth was wide open. Suddenly, she had a new understanding of Qin Yuan’s 
ability. 

Seeing Mo Yan’s dumbfounded look, Xu Tian said helplessly, “So, what kind of big shot 
did you meet that Qin Yuan would protect you like this?” 

“I, I don’t know!” Mo Yan scratched her head. A strand of her hair stood up, looking both 
silly and cute. 

Xu Tian could not help but rub her hands, and Mo Yan laughed. 

“A fool has a fool’s fortune,” Xu Tian said. 

“By the way, sister Xu, I feel like you were very unhappy when you mentioned Qin Yuan 
just now.” 

When she mentioned this, Xu Tian rolled her eyes in an indecent manner. This was the 
first time Mo Yan had seen such an expression on Xu Tian’s face. 

“I’m in charge of many of the projects that were cut off.” 

Mo Yan swallowed her saliva and laughed dryly. “Ha, haha, then, then there must be a 
lot of people in the company who hate me now!” 

“That’s not true. Only a few of the higher-ups in the company know about it. I only heard 
about it from sister Song.” 

“Is that so! Fortunately, fortunately, they don’t know that it’s my fault.” 



Mo Yan was patting her small chest, but Xu Tian pinched her ear. 

“Fortunately?” 

“No, that’s not what I mean. Hehe, sister Xu, can you accompany me to a place?” 

Xu Tian looked at her expression and smiled slightly. “Why? What did you think of?” 

“Well, I can’t let others do everything for me!” Mo Yan smiled at Xu Tian with curved 
eyes. 

… 

On the day that Mo Yan came to the company, Hong Jing withdrew the case. 

The one who reported the case was Chen Ya, and the one who withdrew the case was 
a director of the company. This kind of operation was like telling everyone in the 
company that there was someone backing up Mo Yan. And the rumors about Mo Yan 
spread once again. This time, it was not on the surface, but only in private between 
colleagues. 

From the start of the incident to the fifth day, the company was very busy. People kept 
walking into the leader’s office, and there were people coming out too. They searched 
for clues, and the truth gradually emerged. 

To be honest, they saw more of their colleagues than their family members every day. If 
anyone made any strange moves, they would always be noticed. 

Mo Yan also obtained the surveillance footage of Xiao Wu leaving the back door and 
going home through a small path. It was recorded by a small supermarket. Xiao Wu 
passed by the door with a paper bag filled with documents. As Mo Yan recognized Xiao 
Wu’s attire, she found him among the crowd at a glance. 

Not only was Hong Jing making progress, another company was also rapidly 
investigating. Although they did not make an announcement, there were rumors 
spreading one after another. 

It was the morning of the seventh day. While everyone was still chatting, a sharp and 
ear-piercing voice came from Chen Ya’s office. 

“Why did you fire me?” 

It was probably because the door was not closed. This sentence was clearly heard by 
everyone. 



A few female colleagues who usually liked to gossip looked at each other. After one last 
glance, they carefully approached the door of Chen Ya’s office. 

Li Guoguo also touched Mo Yan’s arm and whispered, “Sister Mo Yan, let’s go and 
listen to what happened. Maybe it has something to do with you.” 

A few days ago, Li Guoguo was busy dating and was afraid of being implicated by Mo 
Yan, so she didn’t talk to Mo Yan. However, after she heard the news that there was 
someone backing up Mo Yan, Li Guoguo regained her usual friendliness, and they were 
even closer than before. 
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On the third day, Mo Yan came to the company as usual, attracting a group of 
colleagues to stare at her. 

Originally, Luo Tao had hoped that Mo Yan would rest at home for a few days before 
going to the company. However, Mo Yan wanted to settle this matter as soon as 
possible, so she couldn’t wait to come. 

Faced with her colleagues’ inquiries, Mo Yan couldn’t explain the whole story, so she 
could only vaguely say that she didn’t know. 

At this time, Xu Tian also came over. Mo Yan followed her to the stairs where the two of 
them usually talked. 

Xu Tian opened her mouth and asked Mo Yan a question that she did not expect. 

“Mo Yan, what is your relationship with Qin Yuan?” 

“Qin Yuan?” Mo Yan suddenly remembered that when Luo Tao came to pick her up 
yesterday, Qin Yuan seemed to be there too. 

If Qin Yuan knew that Mo Yan was thinking about this, he would definitely shout, “Sister-
in-law, I was the one who drove you yesterday! However, Qin Yuan didn’t know it now. 

“Sister Xu, why did you suddenly mention Qin Yuan?” Mo Yan asked. 

Xu Tian looked straight at Mo Yan and repeated, “What’s your relationship with him?” 

Mo Yan was confused by Xu Tian’s attitude, but she still answered Xu Tian’s question. 

“It’s nothing!” 



“Then why would Qin Yuan pressure the company for you?” Xu Tian continued to ask, 

Mo Yan was shocked by Xu Tian’s words. “Pressure? I’m not sure!” 

Xu Tian did not speak, waiting for Mo Yan to answer her question. After all, she had 
been friends with Xu Tian for a long time. Even if Xu Tian did not speak, Mo Yan 
understood what she meant. 

“I heard from Qin Yuan that his friend asked him to take care of me.” 

After listening to Mo Yan’s words, Xu Tian frowned and did not dwell on the issue of Qin 
Yuan helping Mo Yan. 

“What about you? He takes care of you so much. Do you have any thoughts about 
him?” 

Mo Yan felt that Xu Tian was very strange today, as if she was obsessed with 
something. 

“What thoughts? Sister Xu, what exactly do you want to ask?” Mo Yan frowned and 
asked. 

Xu Tian Thought for a moment and asked hesitantly, “He treats you so well. Do you like 
him?” 

Mo Yan blinked and then blinked again. The corner of her mouth twitched as she said, 
“Sister Xu, what are you thinking!” 

These words made Xu Tian blush. Mo Yan continued to add, “Sister Xu, I have a 
husband! If Qin Yuan helped me, I would be grateful to him, but why would I like him! I 
don’t have much contact with him.” 

“You really don’t like him? His family background is much better than your husband’s,” 
Xu Tian said. 

Mo Yan burst out laughing. “Sister Xu, why are you comparing them? If I like him 
because his family background is good, then shouldn’t I like the richest person in the 
world?” 

After Mo Yan’s gag, the atmosphere between the two of them was much more relaxed. 
Mo Yan looked at Xu Tian curiously, as if sister Xu was particularly concerned about 
who she liked. 

“Sister Xu, were you angry just now?” This time, it was Mo Yan’s turn to ask Xu Tian. 

“No, I just felt that you should cherish your family.” 



Xu Tian’s words had a deeper meaning, which made Mo Yan want to probe further. 

“Sister Xu, did something happen to you?” 

Without answering Mo Yan’s question, Xu Tian silently looked at the sky outside the 
window. 

Seeing that Xu Tian didn’t answer, Mo Yan was too embarrassed to get to the bottom of 
it, so she asked about what happened in the company these two days. 

“Sister Xu, you said that you saw a video of me taking Xiao Wu’s documents in Chen 
Ya’s Office?” Mo Yan frowned. 

“Yes.” 

Mo Yan carefully recalled that there was indeed a night when Xiao Wu asked her to 
send the documents down after work. 

“That day, I got off work late. Xiao Wu said that he urgently needed this document and 
he didn’t want to go upstairs, so I sent it down to him!” 

“Xiao Wu asked you to send it?” Xu Tian asked. 

“Yes! If he didn’t ask me to send it, why would I take it!” 

Suddenly, Mo Yan realized that the document that Xiao Wu had originally asked her to 
retrieve had become evidence that she had leaked the company’s plan. 

Mo Yan recalled the details of that night once again. Scenes flashed through her mind, 
and gradually, some abnormal parts appeared in her memory. 

She remembered that day when Xiao Wu had asked her to deliver the documents to the 
back door of the company, he was dressed in very covered-up clothes. That day, she 
had even specially asked him why he was dressed like this. He had said that he had a 
cold and was not feeling well, so he had put on the mask and hat. 

Now that she thought about it, it was really too strange. His body was in pain, yet he still 
had to get the documents? He had even said that the back door of the company was 
closer to his house. At that time, she had not paid much attention to it, but now that she 
thought about it, it was really suspicious. 

Mo Yan told Xu Tian everything that she recalled, Xu Tian said with a solemn 
expression, “Chen Ya really wants to get rid of you this time. I’ve heard that the 
company lost hundreds of thousands of dollars. This amount is enough to get you fired. 
Moreover, there is also very clear evidence that proves that it was you who leaked the 
information that caused the project to be lost.”  



“Clear evidence?” Mo Yan asked. 

“Yes. Initially, because the plan was the same, it was impossible to say who plagiarized 
who. However, the person in charge of the project over there turned himself in and 
clearly pointed out that you were the one who sold the proposal to him.” Xu Tian told Mo 
Yan about the progress of the events in the past two days. 

Mo Yan clenched her fists tightly and slammed them against the wall. She gritted her 
teeth and read out a name. “Chen Ya!” 

“Don’t be afraid. Qin Yuan has already pressured the higher-ups of the company to 
investigate this matter. As long as you didn’t do it, the truth will prevail.” Xu Tian patted 
her shoulder and comforted her. 

“Pressure?” 

Hearing Xu Tian mention this word again, Mo Yan said in confusion, “Sister Xu, what 
exactly did Qin Yuan Do?” 

“You really want to know?” Xu Tian asked. 

“Yes.” Mo Yan nodded her head hard to show her sincerity. 

Unexpectedly, Xu Tian sneered, “The young master of the Qin family has cut off all of 
Hong Jing’s projects.” 

“Cut off?” Mo Yan’s eyes instantly widened. 

Xu Tian continued to sneer, “Not only Hong Jing, that company too. I think in a few 
days, we will be able to find out the truth.” 

Mo Yan’s mouth was wide open. Suddenly, she had a new understanding of Qin Yuan’s 
ability. 

Seeing Mo Yan’s dumbfounded look, Xu Tian said helplessly, “So, what kind of big shot 
did you meet that Qin Yuan would protect you like this?” 

“I, I don’t know!” Mo Yan scratched her head. A strand of her hair stood up, looking both 
silly and cute. 

Xu Tian could not help but rub her hands, and Mo Yan laughed. 

“A fool has a fool’s fortune,” Xu Tian said. 

“By the way, sister Xu, I feel like you were very unhappy when you mentioned Qin Yuan 
just now.” 



When she mentioned this, Xu Tian rolled her eyes in an indecent manner. This was the 
first time Mo Yan had seen such an expression on Xu Tian’s face. 

“I’m in charge of many of the projects that were cut off.” 

Mo Yan swallowed her saliva and laughed dryly. “Ha, haha, then, then there must be a 
lot of people in the company who hate me now!” 

“That’s not true. Only a few of the higher-ups in the company know about it. I only heard 
about it from sister Song.” 

“Is that so! Fortunately, fortunately, they don’t know that it’s my fault.” 

Mo Yan was patting her small chest, but Xu Tian pinched her ear. 

“Fortunately?” 

“No, that’s not what I mean. Hehe, sister Xu, can you accompany me to a place?” 

Xu Tian looked at her expression and smiled slightly. “Why? What did you think of?” 

“Well, I can’t let others do everything for me!” Mo Yan smiled at Xu Tian with curved 
eyes. 

… 

On the day that Mo Yan came to the company, Hong Jing withdrew the case. 

The one who reported the case was Chen Ya, and the one who withdrew the case was 
a director of the company. This kind of operation was like telling everyone in the 
company that there was someone backing up Mo Yan. And the rumors about Mo Yan 
spread once again. This time, it was not on the surface, but only in private between 
colleagues. 

From the start of the incident to the fifth day, the company was very busy. People kept 
walking into the leader’s office, and there were people coming out too. They searched 
for clues, and the truth gradually emerged. 

To be honest, they saw more of their colleagues than their family members every day. If 
anyone made any strange moves, they would always be noticed. 

Mo Yan also obtained the surveillance footage of Xiao Wu leaving the back door and 
going home through a small path. It was recorded by a small supermarket. Xiao Wu 
passed by the door with a paper bag filled with documents. As Mo Yan recognized Xiao 
Wu’s attire, she found him among the crowd at a glance. 



Not only was Hong Jing making progress, another company was also rapidly 
investigating. Although they did not make an announcement, there were rumors 
spreading one after another. 

It was the morning of the seventh day. While everyone was still chatting, a sharp and 
ear-piercing voice came from Chen Ya’s office. 

“Why did you fire me?” 

It was probably because the door was not closed. This sentence was clearly heard by 
everyone. 

A few female colleagues who usually liked to gossip looked at each other. After one last 
glance, they carefully approached the door of Chen Ya’s office. 

Li Guoguo also touched Mo Yan’s arm and whispered, “Sister Mo Yan, let’s go and 
listen to what happened. Maybe it has something to do with you.” 

A few days ago, Li Guoguo was busy dating and was afraid of being implicated by Mo 
Yan, so she didn’t talk to Mo Yan. However, after she heard the news that there was 
someone backing up Mo Yan, Li Guoguo regained her usual friendliness, and they were 
even closer than before. 
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“Clear evidence?” Mo Yan asked. 

“Yes. Initially, because the plan was the same, it was impossible to say who plagiarized 
who. However, the person in charge of the project over there turned himself in and 
clearly pointed out that you were the one who sold the proposal to him.” Xu Tian told Mo 
Yan about the progress of the events in the past two days. 

Mo Yan clenched her fists tightly and slammed them against the wall. She gritted her 
teeth and read out a name. “Chen Ya!” 

“Don’t be afraid. Qin Yuan has already pressured the higher-ups of the company to 
investigate this matter. As long as you didn’t do it, the truth will prevail.” Xu Tian patted 
her shoulder and comforted her. 

“Pressure?” 

Hearing Xu Tian mention this word again, Mo Yan said in confusion, “Sister Xu, what 
exactly did Qin Yuan Do?” 



“You really want to know?” Xu Tian asked. 

“Yes.” Mo Yan nodded her head hard to show her sincerity. 

Unexpectedly, Xu Tian sneered, “The young master of the Qin family has cut off all of 
Hong Jing’s projects.” 

“Cut off?” Mo Yan’s eyes instantly widened. 

Xu Tian continued to sneer, “Not only Hong Jing, that company too. I think in a few 
days, we will be able to find out the truth.” 

Mo Yan’s mouth was wide open. Suddenly, she had a new understanding of Qin Yuan’s 
ability. 

Seeing Mo Yan’s dumbfounded look, Xu Tian said helplessly, “So, what kind of big shot 
did you meet that Qin Yuan would protect you like this?” 

“I, I don’t know!” Mo Yan scratched her head. A strand of her hair stood up, looking both 
silly and cute. 

Xu Tian could not help but rub her hands, and Mo Yan laughed. 

“A fool has a fool’s fortune,” Xu Tian said. 

“By the way, sister Xu, I feel like you were very unhappy when you mentioned Qin Yuan 
just now.” 

When she mentioned this, Xu Tian rolled her eyes in an indecent manner. This was the 
first time Mo Yan had seen such an expression on Xu Tian’s face. 

“I’m in charge of many of the projects that were cut off.” 

Mo Yan swallowed her saliva and laughed dryly. “Ha, haha, then, then there must be a 
lot of people in the company who hate me now!” 

“That’s not true. Only a few of the higher-ups in the company know about it. I only heard 
about it from sister Song.” 

“Is that so! Fortunately, fortunately, they don’t know that it’s my fault.” 

Mo Yan was patting her small chest, but Xu Tian pinched her ear. 

“Fortunately?” 

“No, that’s not what I mean. Hehe, sister Xu, can you accompany me to a place?” 



Xu Tian looked at her expression and smiled slightly. “Why? What did you think of?” 

“Well, I can’t let others do everything for me!” Mo Yan smiled at Xu Tian with curved 
eyes. 

… 

On the day that Mo Yan came to the company, Hong Jing withdrew the case. 

The one who reported the case was Chen Ya, and the one who withdrew the case was 
a director of the company. This kind of operation was like telling everyone in the 
company that there was someone backing up Mo Yan. And the rumors about Mo Yan 
spread once again. This time, it was not on the surface, but only in private between 
colleagues. 

From the start of the incident to the fifth day, the company was very busy. People kept 
walking into the leader’s office, and there were people coming out too. They searched 
for clues, and the truth gradually emerged. 

To be honest, they saw more of their colleagues than their family members every day. If 
anyone made any strange moves, they would always be noticed. 

Mo Yan also obtained the surveillance footage of Xiao Wu leaving the back door and 
going home through a small path. It was recorded by a small supermarket. Xiao Wu 
passed by the door with a paper bag filled with documents. As Mo Yan recognized Xiao 
Wu’s attire, she found him among the crowd at a glance. 

Not only was Hong Jing making progress, another company was also rapidly 
investigating. Although they did not make an announcement, there were rumors 
spreading one after another. 

It was the morning of the seventh day. While everyone was still chatting, a sharp and 
ear-piercing voice came from Chen Ya’s office. 

“Why did you fire me?” 

It was probably because the door was not closed. This sentence was clearly heard by 
everyone. 

A few female colleagues who usually liked to gossip looked at each other. After one last 
glance, they carefully approached the door of Chen Ya’s office. 

Li Guoguo also touched Mo Yan’s arm and whispered, “Sister Mo Yan, let’s go and 
listen to what happened. Maybe it has something to do with you.” 



A few days ago, Li Guoguo was busy dating and was afraid of being implicated by Mo 
Yan, so she didn’t talk to Mo Yan. However, after she heard the news that there was 
someone backing up Mo Yan, Li Guoguo regained her usual friendliness, and they were 
even closer than before. 

 


